
 

April 13, 2020 

Doug McMillon 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Walmart 
702 SW 8th Street 
Bentonville, A 72716 

Jeff Bezos 
Chief Executive Officer 
Amazon 
410 Terry Ave. North 
Seattle, Washington 98109 

 
In light of the novel coronavirus, or COVID-19, pandemic, and the danger that its spread poses to 
public health, we write to urge your company to eliminate minimum order requirements and delivery 
fees for Amazon Fresh and Walmart purchases ordered using the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program Electronic Benefits Transfer (SNAP EBT). This measure will give low-income families in 
Alabama, Arizona, California, Iowa, Nebraska, New York, Oregon, and Washington the ability to 
purchase groceries without the burden of spending more than a family can afford in order to limit 
community exposure to the novel coronavirus. 
 
The coronavirus pandemic has sickened hundreds of thousands of Americans, and has resulted in 
thousands of deaths. The number of cases in the United States has skyrocketed, affecting nearly every 
state in the country. As the situation evolves, we must respond by taking actions to mitigate the spread 
of the virus and the economic consequences of the pandemic felt by families and the vulnerable. As the 
pandemic has intensified, the importance of social distancing has become clear in stopping the 
community spread of COVID-19 to maintain public health. 
 
We acknowledge the efforts of Amazon and Walmart in making their grocery delivery services 
available to families that rely on purchasing groceries with SNAP EBT. Taking into account the 
advantages that grocery delivery services provided by Amazon and Walmart will provide to aid in 
social distancing, we ask that Amazon and Walmart eliminate any minimum order requirements or 
delivery fees for families who rely on SNAP EBT benefits for groceries to make this service more 
widely available for low-income Americans during this pandemic. This should include reserving a 
portion of delivery times for SNAP recipients who face additional barriers, including transportation, to 
accessing food. 
 
No one should have to decide whether to apportion more money on groceries or to risk their public 
health. The health impact of containing COVID-19 continues to be monitored, but the social and 
economic impacts of containing the novel coronavirus can be addressed by large companies such as 
yours taking commonsense action.  
 
Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter. We look forward to your response. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

/s/ Jeffrey A. Merkley 
Jeffrey A. Merkley 
United States Senator 
 

/s/ Kirsten Gillibrand 
Kirsten Gillibrand 
United States Senator 

/s/ Kamala D. Harris 
Kamala D. Harris 
United States Senator 

/s/ Patty Murray 
Patty Murray 
United States Senator 

/s/ Ron Wyden 
Ron Wyden 
United States Senator 

/s/ Dianne Feinstein 
Dianne Feinstein 
United States Senator 

 


